tonnelier depuis 1860
MONTH MINIMUM GUARANTEE

Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine air-seasons staves on its own premises for 24 to 36 months, guaranteed. By selecting our own wood and by air-seasoning on our premises, we have full control over the wood origin from the forest all the way to the barrel production.

This critical process allows us to provide winemakers with premium quality staves. Master Coopers at the facility can then toast barrels according to the aromatic profile selected in accordance with the winemaker’s specification.

TRACEABILITY

Thanks to a fully integrated process, Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine is certifying the wood origin selected to manufacture each barrel.

From the selection of the staves sorted by forest, to the delivery of barrels to the winery, every single aspect of the manufacturing process is monitored. This unique traceability system assures consistency of the barrels that Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine is proudly manufacturing.
A TRADITION

Founded in 1860, Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine has a long history of producing some of the finest cooperage available for winemaking. Our production facility is located in the heart of the vineyards in the SouthWest of France. Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine selects its oak from among the most prestigious, certified forests known for the elegance and the quality of the grain of their wood and each adding unique nuances to specific wines.

Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine is proud to offer a choice of wood origin “à la carte” to winemakers and oenologists enabling them to find the best possible harmony between oak and wine.
PROMOTING THE FRUIT

At Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine our goal is to work with the winemaker in selecting the wood type and toasting that best exemplifies specific characters from the vineyards to the unique style of the winemaker. Our fundamental belief is “promoting the fruit”. Based on proper wood selection, seasoning and toasting, our barrels produce wines that are focused, balanced, and have well integrated aromas and structure. Tonnellerie d’Aquitaine is committed to offering a wide range of aromatic profiles intended to meet the winemaker’s requirements. Our experienced sales staff is available for your consultation.
CERTIFIED OAK

Tonnellerie d'Aquitaine has implemented a quality control of the wood origin according to the Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC), the world’s largest forest certification organization. Based on the wood PEFC certification and the Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Points (HACCP) quality program currently in use, we are fully able to demonstrate our commitment to a sustainable and reliable source of high quality of wood.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our high level of customer service relies on the relationship established between our teams and winemakers. In fact, it is critical to have this cooper-winery partnership, allowing developing programs based on winemaker goals. Relying on excellent customer service and a high level of control over its production process, Tonnellerie d'Aquitaine is committed to supplying its customers with the highest quality of oak barrels.